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Recommended Singles:
1. Baila conmigo

6. Ahora mismo ninguna

4. Ilusiones y expectativas/Manipulaciones y ...

9. Labios vivos

EH!
LA FASE DEL SUEÑO INTRATABLE
Tracklist:

Awesome. The range of expression and emotion contained in this LP as

1. Baila conmigo

well as the richness of the music contained in Eh!´s “La Fase Del

2. KM 351
3. Títulos y titulare s

Sueño Intratable” (BCore, 2011) are just astounding. The second part

4. Ilusiones y expectativas/Manipulaciones y

of the Eh! Project confirms the high expectations that “36 de 48”

poderes

( B C o re, 2009) created amongst the more refined audiences, the ones

5. Sugerir sin hablar

that appreciate adventurous music like Eh!´s. While the first record was

6. Ahora mismo ninguna
7.Coraje

the result of the cooperation of four musicians under the guidance of

8. Complicidad activa

Elias Egido (former bass player of spanish hard c o re legendary act E-

9. Labios vivos

150 and Standstill), the current album is more a collaboration between

10. Una impresión momentánea

eleven musicians. Members of bands from all over the spanish country

Selling Points:

like Pony Bravo, Hand of Fátima, Matiné or Tokyo Sex Destruction take

- Second album of Elias Ejido solo project

an active part in this exciting project. The music was recorded in La

(Standstill and E150 ex-bass player)

Mina, Seville, by Raul Pérez (mixing and recording).

- Guest appearances by members of top indie
Spanish bands such as Pony Bravo, Hand of

The results of this collaborative effort are exuberant and energetic:

Fátima, Love of Lesbian, Delafé y las Flore s
Azules, Litoral, La Habitación Roja or Matiné

t h e re´s no other band like Eh! in the spanish contemporary indie
scene. Highly creative music that can be both provocative and uncom-

- For dedicated fans of Ennio Morricone, Foetus,
John Zorn, Lalo Schifrin, Tortoise or Aloha.

p romising but also deeply evocative. The skillness in the interpretations
reveals a maturity and control over the creative process that it´s really
h a rd to find these days. Listening to these ten songs one can tell that
the musicians involved have been walking down the road for quite a
long time. Experience is wisdom.
The inspirational sources for Eh!´s music reveal an ambition that is
highly rewarded with the results. In “36 de 48” the predominant musical tones were dark and mysterious while in their latest álbum, Eh!
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EH!

expand their emotional range. More freedom, more risk, a lot more

Title:

La fase del sueño intratable

energy. From enveloping atmospheres to expansive ones.

Label:

BCore

Morricone, Lalo Schiffrin, JG Thirwell (as known as Foetus), John

Ref:
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Z o rn´s “Filmworks” or bands that are not strictly score music oriented

Format:

LP + CD

such as Tortoise or Aloha are stylistic re f e rences that cultivated audi-

Style:

Instrumental - Soundtrack
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ences will surely appreciate. Musical delicatessen at its best!
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